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PROVIDING A SECURE BASE/SAFE HAVEN FOR ADOLESCENTS
Developed by Debbie Schugg

How do we provide a Secure Base and Safe Haven for our teenagers? The strategies may look 
different, but we are still meeting the same needs. We, as parents, are the stable force in their 
lives, whether they say they want one or not. We provide the emotional “safety net” which 
allows them to venture into the world at their own developmental stage, knowing they can 
return to the comfort of our loving arms, either literally or figuratively, depending on their 
needs. 

What does that look like? 
It means being that consistent presence in the bleachers, cheering them on with unbridled 
enthusiasm at their athletic events, even when it wreaks havoc with your schedule. So that in 
that one moment when she makes a spectacular shot, or he fumbles the ball and costs his team 
the game, your child’s eyes dart toward the stands and are met with a parent’s unconditional 
love. Even the child who seems to resent your presence will come to anticipate it and rely on it.

Some adolescents have clear passions and natural abilities. With others, their untapped talents 
are trapped beneath layers of loss and need more coaxing and care to reach the surface. We 
want to create an environment in which teens will feel safe enough to take those risks and 
try new things. Everyone deserves the chance to discover what brings them genuine joy. Par-
ents providing a Secure Base and Safe Haven are the ones bringing flowers to their daughter’s 
school performance or celebrating over ice cream afterward…even if she has a D in algebra.

The 5-year-old inside your 15-year-old’s body still needs reassurance that he’s lovable and 
capable and has a permanent place in your family. Chores and family responsibilities create 
opportunities for mastery, reciprocity, and the experience of being needed. The predictability 
and stability that these routines offer create a Secure Base for teens. Family dinners (without 
electronic interference) provide time for connectedness, nurturing, shared laughter, and lively 
discussion. This is a time when your teen can get emotionally grounded after a day of turbulent 
feelings and experiences. The expectation that your adolescent will be present to participate in 
chores, family meals, or similar activities at home can bolster him against pressure from peers 
and provide an “escape route” to his Safe Haven. Proactively give your teen permission to lay 
the blame on you when trying to remove himself from an uncomfortable situation. Surprisingly 
few peers will challenge a teen to defy his parents when the parents have been consistent in 
their expectations and visibly present at the child’s school or activities.

Many of the strategies for providing adolescents with a Secure Base and Safe Haven are things 
that we already know are good parenting and things you may already be doing in your family. 
Knowing how they meet the unique needs of youth who have experienced trauma or loss can 
give us the motivation to follow through on such strategies in the face of rolling eyes, foul lan-
guage, slamming doors, and hurtful words that strike us where we are most vulnerable. A surly 
17-year-old doesn’t look nearly as endearing as a toddler scampering back to her mother’s lap, 
but her need for reassurance is the same.


